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Details of Visit:

Author: Robert12
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 5 Apr 2015 19:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Peachy Escorts - Simply The Best!
Website: http://www.peachyescorts.co.uk
Phone: 07531989898

The Premises:

Discreet safe place in a good area, after receiving said address I noted it was close to the tube or
easy parking in an upmarket area. The house was easy to find and on entering welcoming and
gentlemanly, yet mischievous at the same time. Eliza's room was softly lit and relaxing, tidy and
clean. Could have happily stayed the night and awoken with a massive grin. Shower facilities were
excellent, with clean robes. This felt more than just a visit, an experience.  

The Lady:

Description, profile and so forth are spot on. Eliza is stunning. Beautiful yet sweet. Sweet yet sexy.
Sexy yet also dirty when minded. She has the most amazing young tight body, yet knows what she
wants, what she enjoys and how to make you enjoy her while you both enjoy. A rare find and also
all natural, with no odd bits of chubbyness or wear or tear. Young and nubile. I would say the photos
do not quite portray how soft, sweet and tight her body his yet she has the softest feel.  

The Story:

I had wanted to see Eliza for a while but wasn't so sure as she seemed too good to be believed.
Boy was I wrong and damn it to not have taken the plunge earlier. Finally, with some time to spare
on a Sunday I was fortunate that both Miss Peachy made a sterling recommendation and even
more fortunate that Eliza was free. It is hard to understand some previous reviews I've seen that
seem indifferent, when Eliza has a magic with her that is refreshing. Her OWO is bewitching, soft,
sensual, yet also passionate, with her eyes, tongue, playing with you. What was more wondrous
was the natural switch to some divine DATY, Eliza naturally guides you with reverse oral to
pleasure her, riding, your tongue, a rhythmic motion of her hips, thighs and stomach, you can feel
when she reaches her own climax, yet she drives on so as to reach several heights that make her
delicious and so sweet to taste that she then lusts for you. Eliza is sublimely sexy, easy going,
relaxing and will invite whatever you may care to desire, which for me I had to decline one or two
delicacies. I was pleasantly surprised so quickly the time passed and regret not booking for longer
but can sense repeat visits will yield even more pleasures to enjoy as it was a true pleasure to be in
such company of a young and nubile woman who enjoys her time with you. I will most certainly
return without hesitation and thank you Miss Peachy, but most of all thank you Eliza - a true gem.
Treat her well gents as I was minded to selfishly not impart such information but find she deserves
some proper appreciation. Recommended - most assuredly, a girl like Eliza can well restore some
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tarnished reputations of the EE girls as Eliza represents what is best of them, gorgeous, fun,
enjoyable and supremely sexy.
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